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Linux Kernel Subsystem Maintenance



- Why are we doing it?
- How did we come to be subsystem maintainers?
- What do we actually do?

A Day in the Life of a Subsystem 
Maintainer



- I am existentialist, people do what they do because of 
active choices

- I have chosen to have subsystem maintenance as part 
of my life for self-development, technology development, 
career, social recognition ...

- I became a subsystem maintainer for pin control after 
inventing the subsystem in 2011

- In 2012 I was also given the sole maintenance of the 
GPIO subsystem after being co-maintainer with Grant 
Likely

Why Do We Do It?



- Go through the mail in reverse date order

A Typical Day

- gmail filters used extensively to cut through dozens of 
mail lists and unrelated discussions

- Putting me on To: line is a good idea



- Anachronistic definition: it’s like Gerrit but in mail ...

Review Patches



Technical Discussion

… and of course: CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS!

http://www.df.lth.se/~triad/papers/


Technical Discussion in Person



Administration of Patch Mechanics



Refactoring

Other examples include:
-  Switching the gpiolib to only use descriptors 
internall (instead of global GPIO numbers)
- Exposing the GPIO descriptor API to the 
outside world with a new 
<linux/gpio/consumer.h> API
- Refactoring the whole world to use the 
above (ongoing)
- Early refactoring in pin control creating a 
shared state transition to be used with a 
device for both pin multiplexing and pin 
configuration
- Move all ARM32 systems (well…) to device 
tree and multiplatform boot



Accumulating Patches

Save patch in plaintext from gmail “show original”, select 
patch text and middle-button paste into a text editor. I 
have two important topic branches for mainstream stuff:

Regression?
git checkout fixes
git am --signoff foo.patch

New functionality?
git checkout devel
git am --signoff bar.patch



fixes is constantly rebased against the latest release 
candidate vN.N-rcN

devel is usually based on one of the early release 
candidates like -rc1 or -rc2/3 and then kept linearly 
accumulative until the merge window

for-next is created like so:

git checkout for-next
git reset --hard fixes
git merge devel

Fixes and Devel Branches



- If prerequisites appear in fixes to Torvalds tree I may 
either (say we have a devel branch based on v3.15-rc1 
and need a commit from v3.15-rc4):

A) git merge v3.15-rc4
B) git rebase v3.15-rc4

Another reason to rebase at least a few top commits is to 
add Acked-by, Reviewed-by and Tested-by: tags.

Occasional Rebasing



- When a fixes, devel and/or for-next branch is to be 
pushed over to the kernel.org GIT server I simply force 
the remote branch to be overwritten
git push --all --force <REMOTE>

- The set-up for kernel.org tree uses gitolite to provide 
remote access to GIT without shell access for security 
reasons

- Surplus branches are purged from the remote tree at 
uneven intervals:
git push <REMOTE> :deadbranch

Push Branches to git.kernel.org



How This Works



How Linux-next Works



- When the branches are pushed to git.kernel.org 
Fenguang’s autobuilder Kautobuild is triggered and will 
build all branches (fixes, devel, for-next) for a plethora of 
architectures and configs

- The for-next branch gets pulled into the linux-next tree 
for integration test and more build and boot tests

- The linux-next tree is for example built by Olof 
Johansson and booted on a farm of ARM boards, and 
Kevin Hilman has yet another set of boards

Integration tests: Kautobuild & friends



Results 1



Results 2



Sending Pull Requests to Torvalds
Once a branch has been through linux-next and 
“feels stable” I will prepare a signed tag utilizing the 
kernel community chain of trust, and issue a pull 
request to Linus Torvalds, example:

git tag -s -u 0xb0195d73 gpio-v3.15-3

git request-pull v3.15-rc4 git://git.
kernel.org/.../linux-gpio tags/gpio-
v3.15-3



More about Linaro Connect: http://connect.linaro.org
More about Linaro: http://www.linaro.org/about/

More about Linaro engineering: http://www.linaro.org/engineering/
Linaro members: www.linaro.org/members

http://www.linaro.org/about/
http://www.linaro.org/about/
http://www.linaro.org/engineering/
http://www.linaro.org/members

